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Business Challenge

Discover is a leader in digital banking and payment services. 

As one of the most trusted brands in U.S. financial services, 

Discover has become one of the largest card issuers in the 

United States. The company also operates an extensive global 

network of merchant and cash access locations that accepts 

global payments around the world.  

An early advocate for the importance of employee recognition, 

Discover creatively developed a “homegrown” tool that met an 

immediate need, but posed these challenges:

Discover was eager for a solution that incorporated innovative 

digital technology and social tools, provided access across the 

organization, and standardized the recognition experience. 

With this list of must-haves in mind, Discover set out in search 

of a recognition and rewards partner that offered them:

• It wasn’t scalable or dynamic 

• It wasn’t reliable 

• It didn’t provide visibility to the great work that  

was occurring across the organization

• It wasn’t efficient and required too much critical  

time from managers in call centers which resulted  

in inconsistent recognition practices

• A global solution with a consistent employee experience

• A user-friendly, interactive, and integrated recognition 

platform

• An efficient way for managers to meaningfully  

and consistently recognize their teams

• Highly visible recognition moments for employees

• Meaningful and desirable employee rewards
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After carefully evaluating RFP responses from multiple 

vendors, Discover selected Achievers based on their ability  

to supply:

Discover rolled their Achievers program Bravo out to their 

entire employee population at the time of launch — 14,500 

individuals across three countries. Bravo supports both social 

and points-based recognitions, with specific values assigned  

to each. The core values that drive Discover’s social 

recognition playfully spell out DISCOVER:

Beyond recognition, Discover readily makes use of numerous 

Achievers’ platform features, including: Years of Service 

and monthly/quarterly awards by business unit, automating 

their annual President’s Award, Celebrations, Surveys, 

Announcements, customized campaigns, and support for 

Discover’s employee store of rewards. Most recently, 

Discover has integrated an Achievers feature called Employee 

Connections. These online or in-person “coffee chats” are 

an opportunity for employees to form cross-departmental 

connections that nurture engagement and a sense of 

belonging by connecting employees as individuals.

Their points-based recognition categories focus on  

Discover’s Behaviors, among them:

• A highly customizable online platform

• A unified global solution 

• A seamless transition from their existing program

• A marketplace of rewards options with an  

abundance of choice

• Detailed reporting capabilities

Achievers Employee Success Platform™

The Achievers platform gives you a user-
friendly, interactive recognition tool that 
is highly customizable and provides great 
visibility into what’s happening within 
your organization.” 

— Joanna Kalantzis, Senior Manager, Internal 

     Communications & Employee Engagement

We Play To Win

We Get Better Every Day

We Succeed Together

“

 D - oing the Right Thing

 I - nnovation

 S - implicity

 C - ollaboration

O- penness

 V - olunteerism

 E - nthusiasm

 R - espect
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By consolidating so many initiatives into Bravo, from awards 

to company-wide communications, Bravo has evolved into 

a central communications hub for Discover.  Having this 

centralized hub helps keep recognition top-of-mind and 

second nature among employees. This approach helps to 

reinforce the Discover culture and allow for additional 

touchpoints with (and between) employees across different 

business units — something that would not have otherwise 

been possible. 

In addition, each business unit and leader have their own 

distinct recognition budget beyond the organization’s points 

allowance, further empowering people leaders to recognize 

those values that drive Discover’s customer-centric culture.

Eager to understand Bravo’s impact on employees,  

Discover surveyed people leaders to learn more about how 

the Achievers platform helps them drive results among their 

teams. Specifically, Discover was interested in understanding 

the efficiency and time savings afforded to managers by 

leveraging Bravo. 

The survey Discover deployed asked managers questions 

related to the amount of time spent recognizing employees 

through Bravo and the impact of those recognitions. The 

response from managers was universal: not only did Bravo 

save them time — a precious resource among managers  

— the platform also allowed them to recognize more 

frequently and broadly and allowed their recognitions 

to be more visible across the organization. 

Creating recognition habits and  
keeping in contact

Empowering managers 

Survey results at a glance

Discover found that managers:

62%

67%

84%

73%

said they use Bravo more than ever 

due to the remote environment 

over the last 12-18 months

believe they are able to recognize 

more frequently with Bravo than 

without it

feel Bravo allows people to 

be recognized who may have 

otherwise been overlooked

felt recognizing on Bravo was 

somewhat or a lot more convenient 

than other forms of recognition

100% were positive that Bravo makes people 

feel somewhat or very appreciated 

94%
felt seeing recognitions given to 

their team helped give insight into 

the performance of direct reports

88% felt Bravo was a good use 

of their time

86%

believe they are able to recognize a 

more diverse amount of colleagues 

(in various locations) because of 

their access to Bravo
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Bravo creates a culture of recognition, 
reinforces Discover behaviors, creates 
sustainable change, and improves 
employee perception of Discover.”

Bravo is not only a great way to recognize 
my people but to get feedback real-time 
of the impact they’re having on others in 
the organization. These are things I might 
never know otherwise so I find it extremely 
valuable. It also makes it easy for me to 
encourage my team members to recognize 
others. We have a team goal of using 75% 
of our Bravo points each month.”

“

“

I think [Bravo] is a great way to show 
appreciation for the work that is being 
done, especially when it is above and 
beyond an employee’s role.  Having the 
points lets the employee ‘buy’ items that  
are meaningful to them, and they can see 
all the good they have done.”

“
Survey feedback included:

Time is a commodity, so the number of 
minutes spent on tasks in your day count. 
Being able to quickly and efficiently 
recognize not just members of my own 
team, but others in other teams and  
other sites encourages recognition while 
keeping the process streamlined.”

“

I get an unfiltered view into what my 
employees think are important or  
impactful roles and wins.” 

“

[Bravo] rewards excellence, but it also 
makes the person giving the Bravo more 
attuned to look for positive contributions 
and tie those contributions to behaviors.
It creates a virtuous circle.”

“

I think [Bravo is] a wonderful tool that 
drives Discover behaviors for both 
the recognized employee and for the 
recognizer. It is my practice to use most  
of my Bravo points, not for my own team, 
but for the partners and colleagues on other 
teams we work with. I encourage my team 
to do the same, as it helps to build those 
relationships, which is a critical aspect of 
our cross-functional team’s purpose.”

“

Bravo helps us remember we are all in 
partnership and all working toward one 
goal.  It connects everyone from agent to  
VP and allows us all to be in community 
even when we are not in the office or in  
the same state.”

“

More positive morale leads to more 
committed employees.” “
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Bravo was embraced by Discover’s employees right from the 

start: in the first three months following their program launch, 

they saw an 80% adoption rate and recognitions increased 

by 400% in the first year!

Business Impact

Today’s platform adoption and activity  
at a glance:

97%

66%

of Discover employees 

have activated their 

account

of Discover employees 

are monthly active 

users

up 5% YoY

up 30% YoY

We know that it is really important to 
demonstrate good business results and 
we’re very proud that our sales have 
increased and customer satisfaction has 
improved since the time of launching  
our Achievers platform.” 

— Joanna Kalantzis, Senior Manager, Internal 

      Communications & Employee Engagement

“

Each of these numbers add up to real business benefits: 

Discover was pleased to see that managers were using the 

platform to motivate high-performing teams to create happier 

employees, and in turn, nurture a better customer experience.

The R-effect:

1.5X recognitions received 

per user per month
up 86% YoY
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Discover’s Customer Service and Engagement department 

within US Cards has also seen dramatic increases in their KPIs 

YoY, giving them best-in-class status:

Organization-wide and within the Super Department, KPIs 

are above average or best-in-class across the board — an 

incredible accomplishment. Recently, Discover’s single quarter 

employee engagement achievements were near equal to what 

was achieved in the two previous quarters combined (which 

was already quite high). All of this was achieved during the 

2020 pandemic, when their workforce moved to a fully remote 

model— a testament to how the Achievers technology enables 

the unification of individuals, no matter where they work.

The super effect on Discover’s Super Department

1.25X recognitions received 

per user per month
up 147% YoY

We believe that happy employees equal 
happy customers, and we think that 
recognition is important in engaging our 
employees so that they’re also delivering 
the best customer experience possible 
when they’re talking to our customers.” 

— Joanna Kalantzis, Senior Manager, Internal  

      Communications & Employee Engagement

“

58% monthly active users 
up 42% YoY

98% activation
up 8% YoY
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For program administrators, the move to one central tool for 

all their recognition activities has been a highlight. Even during 

the unprecedented 2020 pandemic, recognition increased 

– something that would not have been possible without the 

connectivity provided by their Achievers platform.

Engagement has been at an all-time high of 87%, with 94% 

of employees saying that they are personally committed 

to helping the organization succeed. The impact of these 

engagement levels is undeniable. Discover saw their total 

sales soar by 24% in the second quarter of the year  

(compared to the same quarter two years previous).

Employees are embracing the Discover values in their 

everyday work-lives, and it shows in Discover’s bottom line.

For Discover, the correlation between employee happiness 

and customer satisfaction is undeniable. As their own 

employee engagement rises, so too does their employee 

performance — something that directly impacts the customer 

experience. Sales have increased in lockstep with employee 

engagement, overall customer satisfaction has improved, and 

their brand reputation is thriving.

Discover employees are outspoken about their experience 

using the Achievers platform. Here’s what a few of them had 

to say:

Improved customer satisfaction 

 

Improved employee engagement 

 

Improved sales

The real ROI story

Soundbites on program success

This is such a special place to work.  
From the Bravo site to President’s  
Awards, there are countless ways to  
tell your colleagues you’re grateful  
for their efforts, which makes you  
strive all the more to do your best.”

I like Bravo because it’s an easy, quick,  
and creative way to thank a colleague. 
Not only can you add your own narrative, 
but you can change the images and have 
some fun with it. You can also choose the 
option to notify the person’s manager, or 
anyone else, about the recognition, which is 
awesome — a lot more fun than sending an 
email, and it’s really gratifying for both you 
and the recipient when someone’s manager 
or team member Boosts your recognition.”

It’s really amazing how something as 
simple as a Bravo can make someone’s day 
a little better. It lets colleagues know that 
their efforts are noticed and appreciated, 
and when people feel that way, it motivates 
them to continue doing great things. People 
are grateful to receive recognition, which 
is what makes it fun to give — almost like 
watching your kid open a present on his/
her birthday. I really believe that part of 
being a good colleague and a good leader 
is recognizing the contributions that others 
make.”

“

“

“
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With Bravo firmly woven into the fabric of Discover’s employee experience, Discover plans to continue to drive frequent and 

visible recognition moments. These moments remain the cornerstone of their employee engagement strategy, demonstrating 

their commitment to delivering meaningful recognition and rewards to employees.

 Discover’s dedication to their employee experience has not gone unnoticed, nor unrecognized by the industry. Discover is a 

four-time recipient of the Achievers 50 Most Engaged Workplaces® Award — a prestigious award that acknowledges and 

celebrates employers who display leadership and innovation in engaging their workplaces. Two of those wins have come with 

the coveted Elite 8 designation, one for Accountability & Performance and most recently for Professional & Personal Growth.

With this honor serving as external validation of their investment in employee engagement, Discover will look for ways 

to further innovate and adapt their Achievers program to meet employees’ evolving needs — and exceed their employee 

experience expectations.

What’s Next?

Want to learn more? Visit Achievers.com/demo

Achievers.com | 1.844.418.5972

98% 95% 85%

Customer satisfaction1

Achievers’ employee voice and recognition solutions bring your organization’s values and strategy to life by activating 

employee participation and accelerating a culture of performance. Achievers leverages the science behind behavior change, 

so your people and your organization can experience sustainable, data-driven business results.

1. Average customer support rating by Achievers program owners, FY 2019 | 2. Achievers customer base retention, FY2019
3. Average customer service rating by Achievers program members, FY2019

Customer retention2 Employee Satisfaction3

http://Achievers.com/demo
https://twitter.com/Achievers
https://www.facebook.com/achieverscommunity
https://www.linkedin.com/company/achievers
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfARQij3KDcb815QxbO_S1Q
http://Achievers.com

